Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION
DURING the past few years, the demand for 'smart' devices in consumer electronics is increasing. This is motivated by e.g. the widespread use of low-cost embedded electronics in all kinds of environments, and the need for systems that understand the user such that easy interfaces can be designed. Consequently, it is desirable that electronic devices can consciously sense and understand their surroundings and adapt their services according to the contexts (e.g. environments). One important aspect in this context-awareness is the user identification, in which machines can actively identify users present in their environments and customize services accordingly. Face recognition provides a natural visual interface for such context-aware applications, endowing devices perceptual abilities to communicate naturally with people, e.g. to recognize people and remember their preferences and peculiarities [1] .
A. Face recognition: perceptual interface for home devices
Face recognition can be used as a natural interface to facilitate devices to be aware of their surroundings and especially their customers. Compared with other existing identification technologies such as fingerprint and iris recognition, face recognition has several characteristics that are advantageous for consumer applications. 
Nonintrusive and user-friendly interfaces:
In traditional fingerprint and iris identification, the users are required to undergo a 'pause-and-declare' procedure to authenticate themselves [1] . This can cause great inconveniences for users in consumer applications. Face recognition, on the other hand, provides a natural means for perceptual interface without special requirements for user actions. 2. Low-cost sensors and easy setup: Face recognition can make use of a wide range of inexpensive consumer cameras, such as DV cameras, web cameras and embedded cameras in mobile devices. No special setup is required and the identification procedure can be transparent to the user. 3. Active identification: In a smart home environment, a face recognition system can actively monitor its surroundings and identify users. This can be carried out without any human intervention or even awareness of the user. In Fig. 1 , we give an abstract description of the perceptual interface of home devices, which is employed in this paper. A face recognition module is embedded into home devices (e.g. televisions, video and music players), which continuously monitors its surroundings and captures active user presence. By automatic identification of the user's face, home devices can tailor services (e.g. selection of favorite TV or music programs) for the individual user.
B. Face recognition: the challenges
As stated in the previous subsection, face recognition in consumer applications offers several benefits compared with other biometrics, such as unobtrusiveness and wide applicability. This has aroused great interest in face recognition research in recent years [3] . However, although many face processing techniques have been proposed thus far, face recognition for 'real-life' applications (e.g. in a consumer environment) still remains to be a difficult problem. The relatively unconstrained operating environment imposes more challenges compared to conventional 'smug-shot' face recognition such as used in security applications. These extra challenges include the following:
1. Large variability of operating environments (e.g. illumination and backgrounds). 2. Processing efficiency with low-cost consumer hardware. 3. Nearly unconstrained capturing of facial images. In this paper, we present a consumer-oriented face recognition system HomeFace, with special emphasis on the above challenges. The system is embedded in a smart home environment for user identification as illustrated in Fig. 1 . More specifically, the experimental environment consists of a home network using e.g. Ethernet and IEEE-1394 connections. A prototype of our recognition system was integrated in this network and successfully demonstrated at the IFA consumer electronics exhibition [2] .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we will give an overview of the HomeFace system architecture. The core of the system is a pipeline of three processing modules, namely, face detection, facial feature extraction for face normalization, and finally, face identification. Sections III-V illustrate each processing module in more detail. In Section VI, we provide the experimental results and analyze the performance of the complete system. Section VII presents discussions and conclusions.
II. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW OF HOMEFACE
The embedded HomeFace system consists of a kernel component performing the face detection/recognition and an interfacing component providing a uniform interface to different hosting devices. The kernel component employs a processing pipeline consisting of face detection (attention capture), feature extraction for face normalization (preprocessing for classification), and face identification. Fig. 2 portrays the operation flow of the HomeFace system. The system operates on live-feed video from embedded cameras and performs the identification in near real time. For each frame, the system detects existing faces and keeps track of the located faces (Fig. 2, stage A) . Motions of faces from the same user form a smooth trajectory, and a new user can be easily identified by detecting a 'break' of this trajectory. Note that in both cases, the subsequent facial feature extraction and face identification are performed. From all detected faces, those faces with large rotations (in-plane or out-of-plane rotation) or low resolutions are discarded. The remaining face images are selected as key samples for further processing (Fig.  2, stage B) . To accommodate for varying face scale, position and pose, an accurate extraction of salient facial features is required for normalization purposes (Fig. 2, stage C) .
A. Processing flow
The final face identification (Fig. 2 , stage D) searches for a database of reference faces and returns the 'best-match'. For a user coming into the scene for the first time (Fig. 2 , stage E), a minimum of k key samples need to be processed before an identification decision is made. For users already present in the scene, the identification result for the current frame will only contribute to the accumulated recognition confidence (Fig. 2,  stage F) . In this way, more stable identification can be achieved w.r.t. a sequence of face images.
The processing pipeline can be executed on one single processing unit (the centralized mode) or distributed over a number of processing units connected by a home network (the distributed mode). In the distributed mode, different processing tasks (e.g. face detection, facial feature extraction and face identification) can be carried out at various locations in a home network. The task distribution enables the execution of the software on multiple low-end hardware platforms, thereby reducing the total cost. Furthermore, since the chain of processing tasks form a pipeline, the distribution of tasks can enable parallel processing and/or high processing efficiency. Fig. 3 shows that three key steps are involved in the face processing pipeline, namely, face detection, facial feature extraction for face normalization and face identification. These key steps interpret human faces with incremental semantic levels. The three key processing steps sequentially answer the following questions: if a human face is present in the scene, where the key facial features are (e.g. eyes and mouth), and what identity the face represents. Note that the answer to each question is built up upon the understanding of the previous questions (see the vertical incremental face interpretation arrow in Fig. 3 ).
B. Image processing algorithm architecture
Orthogonally, within each processing step, a set of component algorithms are cascaded into a chain, where the outputs from the previous algorithms act as the inputs for the subsequent algorithms. The subsequent algorithms operate at finer granularity and further improve the results generated by the previous algorithms. By step-wise refinements (Fig. 3) , high system performance can be achieved in terms of both robustness and processing efficiency.
In the following Sections (III to V), we present each stage in more detail.
III. FACE DETECTION
Tremendous effort has been spent on designing face detection techniques in the past decade [4] . A variety of image features are adopted, such as color, edges, image pixels in the spatial domain and transformed image signals in DCT/Wavelet domain. Based on these features, various classifiers are built to discriminate face regions from non-face background regions. However, it is difficult for one single technique to achieve both robustness and training/processing efficiency simultaneously. For example, face detectors based on skincolor segmentation (e.g. [5] ) are relatively fast, but colorfeatures alone are insufficient for the accurate discrimination between faces and non-faces. Conversely, learning-based techniques (e.g. Support Vector Machine [6] ) offer more robust detection performance, however, they usually involve high training/processing complexity, which can be too costly for consumer use.
To build a face detector that is highly efficient and robust, we use a detector cascade [7] that employs successive face detectors with incremental complexity and detection capability. The detectors are cascaded in such a way that each detector progressively restricts the possible face candidates into fewer areas (see Fig. 3 ), thereby improving the overall performance in a step-wise manner. The detector cascade consists of a skin-color-based face detector, a geometry-based face detector and a Neural-Network-based (NN) face detector. The detector cascade offers the following advantages:
1. Various image features are used including color, geometry and direct image pixels in the spatial domain. These features complement each other and capture different properties of the face images. 2. The initial detectors are capable of quickly pruning large areas of non-face background regions, which significantly reduces the number of candidate regions for the final learning-based detector. This largely reduces the overall computation cost, while still retaining high detection accuracy.
A. Color-based face detector
Color information has been proven to be an effective image feature for coarsely locating potential facial regions. We analyzed a sample set of facial pixels taken from pictures of people of different race, gender, age and under various lighting conditions. We have found that the chrominance components ( , )
YC C color space form a condensed cluster.
We have fit a convex hull to the skin-color cluster in the b r C C − plane. Skin-regions in an input image can be quickly determined by checking a look-up table (see Fig. 4 ). In addition to pixel-based color verification, we apply a binary majority filter as a post-processor to smooth the segmentation result.
Notice that the color pruning criterion used in this stage is quite relaxed, resulting in a higher false acceptance rate than a more intricate color-based detection approach. However, for an initial detector in the whole detector cascade, we intend to put more emphasis on speed than accuracy and the overall detection performance is reinforced by the succeeding 
B. Geometry-based face detector
In order to select potential face areas present in the skin blobs acquired in the first detector, we enumerate all small windows ( 20 20 × pixels) extracted from each skin blob at every position and scale. This is similar to the image pyramid architecture used by Rowley et al. [8] . For each window, we apply a geometry-based face structure detector which examines the triangle-relationship between eye and mouth regions. The algorithm of the geometry-based face detector is summarized as follows. 
C. Learning-based detector
For the final detector in the cascade, a neural-network-based (NN) detector is used. Its purpose is the final verification of facial regions and its principle is quite similar to Rowley's approach [8] . Since the previous detectors in the cascade already discard a large portion of background regions, only a small number of ambiguous candidates are passed to the NN detector. This significantly reduces the potential high computation cost of the NN detector. In the following, we provide quantitative results of our proposed face detector cascade.
D. Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our proposed detector cascade, we use a test data set composed of color images downloaded from the Internet (most of them from Yahoo News photo gallery), randomly selected samples from the color FERET face database [9] , and 10 self-recorded video sequences simulating consumer home environments. We obtained an average of 92% percent detection rate. For the test on video sequences, the detector achieves approximately 0.1 second/frame processing speed, with a frame resolution of 320 240 × pixels, using a Pentium IV PC (1.7 GHz).
IV. FACIAL FEATURE EXTRACTION AND FACE NORMALIZATION
The outputs from the face detector (see the previous subsection) contain faces with varying scale, position and pose. The direct use of unaligned facial images will potentially lead to identification failures. To this end, we need an accurate extraction of salient facial features for normalization purposes.
One earlier approach for feature extraction is proposed by Yuille et al. [10] . In this approach, parameterized deformable templates are used to minimize a predefined fitting function. However, it is too computationally expensive for consumer use. More recently, the Active Shape Model (ASM) and Active Appearance Model (AAM) [11] were proposed as two effective techniques for feature extraction. In those techniques, a constrained statistical shape model is adopted, which offers fast and stable performance. However, both ASM and AAM suffer from wrong convergence when the model is not initialized sufficiently close to the real face position.
We propose a two-step coarse-to-fine feature extractor [12] as shown in Fig. 3 . First, we use Edge Orientation Matching (EOM) [13] for a fast determination of approximate facial feature positions within the detected face region. This ensures a 'close' initialization of the shape model used by the second step, alleviating the wrong convergence problem caused by improper model initializations. Second, H-ASM (an enhanced version of ASM) is adopted to iteratively fit a statistical shape model to the input image. Note that in contrast with ASM, we use 2-D Haar-wavelet-based texture attributes in H-ASM to guide the deformation process, which facilitates increased robustness and fast processing.
A. Feature estimation by EOM
Since prominent facial features like eyes and mouth are often characterized by relatively pronounced edges, edge information (with both strength and orientation) proved to be effective in face processing [13] . The edge map of a given image region is obtained by convolving the image with a horizontal and vertical 3 
Using the average ES and EO as a template, a multiresolution search is performed over the detected facial region for the position and scale yielding the best match (Fig. 6) 
B. Deformable shape fitting by H-ASM 1) Facial feature model with enhanced Haar textures
In this stage, we build a facial feature model as an ordered set of f N feature points, as shown in Fig. 7 . For each feature F from the image, which is subsequently transformed using the Haar-transform for robustness and processing efficiency. A closer examination of the local feature patterns in face images shows that they usually contain relatively simple patterns with strong contrast. The 2-D basis images of the Haar-transform match quite well with these patterns, so that it is attractive to exploit them for efficient signal representation. Furthermore, the simplicity of the Haartransform supports the requirement of a real-time implementation.
2) Fast computation of Haar textures
Haar decomposition mainly involves summations of pixel sub-blocks (see the example Haar basis images shown in Fig.  7 ), which can be efficiently computed by using two auxiliary 'integral images' [14] . Furthermore, the illumination normalization for each block (by zero mean and one standard deviation) can be conveniently integrated into the computation of Haar coefficients. Interested readers are referred to [12] for a more detailed explanation of the procedure for the fast computation of Haar coefficients. say c where c M M × , of the total coefficients are selected, due to the highly compact description of the local feature structure after Haar transformation. For most feature points, less than 4% of the total coefficients are required to retain up to 95% of the signal energy. Note that c can be variable to adapt to different feature structures. This significantly increases the efficiency of the algorithm and reduces the interference of the image noise. 
3) Haar feature selection

4) Haar feature weighting
The selected coefficients ( )
may not be of equal importance to characterize i F . Coefficients with large variances for different face images may contain 'noisy' features and should be suppressed. Therefore, a feature weighting scheme is adopted, which assigns more weights (higher importance) to those coefficients with less variance over a set of training samples. To this end, Equation (4) is rewritten to:
where k
H F . In this sense, more stable coefficients are emphasized, which exert more influence in the subsequent feature matching (see the section below).
5) Feature extraction by H-ASM
From the initial estimation of the feature position, an initial shape model can be overlayed to the real image (see Fig. 6(e) ). To extract f N key feature points, the shape model is deformed to fit to the real image in an alternating two-step procedure.
2 Note that ( ) 0 1 H F i = , due to the illumination normalization.
1. For each feature point i F , a local optimal position is searched along a trace composed of eight radial lines originating from the current model point. The search is based on evaluating the Euclidean distance between the current local feature attribute i T r (Equation (5)) and an average i T r computed over a set of manually labeled training face images. 2. The shape is updated and regulated to maintain a plausible face shape based on the PCA-based (Principal Component Analysis) shape statistics, which is similar to ASM.
C. Face normalization
Assuming all feature points are coplanar and the face remains essentially rigid, we use an affine transformation to warp an input face with varying scale, position and pose (with slightly non-frontal view) to a standard frame. Suppose the extracted feature locations are { } i P r , where ( , ) F( , , ,..., ) (1 6 j ≤ ≤ ). This can be solved as a standard least-squaresfitting problem. Based on the estimated parameters, the affine warping is performed on the original detected face to obtain a geometrically normalized face.
Furthermore, a photometric normalization (by zero mean and one standard deviation) is performed on the geometrically normalized face for illumination correction.
D. Evaluation
We have tested our facial feature extraction algorithm on a subset of FERET and AR face databases [9] [15]. Our proposed H-ASM has achieved doubled convergence area compared with the conventional ASM, while retaining a similar low computation cost (30-70 ms on a Pentium-IV PC, 1.7GHz). The initial feature estimation step in Section IV-A is able to bring the initial shape into the convergence area of H-ASM, thereby further increasing the stability of the feature extraction. For converged cases, our feature extraction approach achieves an average point-to-point error of 4-7 pixels.
V. FACE IDENTIFICATION
The normalized face image (Section IV-C) is then supplied to an image-based classifier, where it is compared with a database of N faces. Due to large variations in illumination, expression and pose, face images from one person form a highly complex distribution in the image space, causing great difficulties in discriminating different persons. Existing subspace-based face recognition approaches (e.g. PCA (Principal Component Analysis) [16] and LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) [17] concentrate on deriving a transformed face representation space Φ , in which face clusters from different persons are better separated. Based on a metric d Φ , the nearest-neighbor (NN) rule is widely applied to find the closest match to a probe face image p from a face database. However, we have found that using one single (distance) metric is insufficient for completely discriminating all persons. Therefore, we propose a face classifier based on a multistage rejection-based LDA (Fig. 3) , where unlikely candidates are gradually rejected until the best-match is found. In the above identification framework, refined classifications are performed over gradually reduced candidate sets. For each stage, a different metric is defined for increased discrimination of the remaining candidates, thereby increasing the overall identification performance (see also Fig. 8 ).
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experiments with the HomeFace system
To evaluate the performance of HomeFace system, we have performed real-life tests in a variety of indoor environments, capturing a wide range of home situations. Fig. 9 shows some intermediate face processing results prior to the final identification. The processing gives good performance with respect to different environments and complex backgrounds. For the identification, we set up a face database composed of 25 people. Each person has 4 to 8 sample pictures. For tests under a variety of environments, the integrated HomeFace system achieves a total recognition rate of 95% percent. Furthermore, the operation is computationally efficient, with a 3-4 frames/second processing speed on a P-IV PC in the centralized mode. Fig. 10 shows some examples of the face identification results in two typical testing environments.
To accommodate for large variances in illumination and face appearances over time, the HomeFace system has a 'selfdeveloping' nature, where samples that are not correctly identified are progressively added to the training set. In this way, the performance of the system can be gradually improved by learning from past experiences. 
B. Application embedding
The HomeFace system was embedded in a number of home applications to facilitate 'smart' user interactions. Specifically, we have integrated HomeFace into a user management and authentication software running on a home server, which a c t i v e l y i d e n t i f i e s ho me use r s a nd 'p ushe s' use r identity information to a number of home devices such as televisions and music players. Accordingly, TV and music programs can be automatically selected on a personalized basis. In Fig. 11 , we give an example web interface for smart TV program selection. A successful demonstration was presented at the IFA consumer electronics exhibition [2] .
We have also implemented the HomeFace system in the distributed mode, where the face detection and feature extraction/face identification are carried out at different processing units in a home. The task distribution enables the execution of the software on multiple low-end hardware platforms, thereby reducing the hardware cost. The only extra cost is the information exchange between different processing units. By using MPEG-4 object-based coding of extracted faces, we achieved a very low bit-rate network transmission of less than 5KBps. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a fast embedded face recognition system for smart home applications. In contrast with highly constrained face recognition under consistent environments, our proposal concentrates on robust real-life recognition under unconstrained environments. Furthermore, processing efficiency and low-cost are our major concerns. To meet these requirements, we developed a pipeline of face processing algorithms, namely, face detection, facial feature extraction for face normalization, and face identification. During each processing stage, we use step-wise refinements for improved robustness and efficiency. The system has achieved over 95% recognition rate and 3-4 frames/sec. processing speed.
Our proposed face recognition system has a relatively unconstrained operation environment and offers high processing efficiency using low-cost hardware. This is especially attractive for consumer home applications, where easy user interfaces and low expenses are of most interest. In a distributed version of the face recognition system, the face processing pipeline is distributed over a number of different processing units. The distribution may be such that expensive computations are performed by units that have ample computation power, so that the overall processing cost is reduced considerably. For example, in a surveillance application, face detection is done at the home entrance, and the feature extraction and face identification is carried out on a media server in the home.
The current HomeFace system is able to handle (near) frontview faces with out-of-plane rotation within 20 ± degrees. Larger head-pose variations are not considered in the recognition. Future research is still required to handle large head rotations to facilitate more natural user interfaces.
